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ABSTRACT 
As was proved by Akhiezer and Krein, the partial trigonometrie moment problem 
on an interval has solutions if and only if two Toeplitz matrices built from the data are 
nonnegative. In this work, set in the matrix case, we exhibit relationships between the 
orthogonal polynomials associated to these matrices. This allows US to solve the matrix 
version of the partial trigonometrie moment problem on an interval in the nondegen- 
erate case. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The partial trigonometrie moment problem consists in the characteriza- 
tion of al1 positive measures defined on [ - 7r, sr] whose first Fourier coeffi- 
cients are specifìed, and originates with the work of Carathéodory and 
Toeplitz. In this paper, we consider the following version of the partial 
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trigonometrie moment problem, to be referred to as the matrix-valued partial 
trigonometrie moment problem on an interval: 
Let 40>41>..., & be a sequence of p X p complex matrices, and let 
[- w, o] be a symmetrie interval included in [ - n, 7~1. Characterize the set 
J(w) of al1 p x p matrix-valued positive measures k carried by [ - w, w] for 
which 
for k = 0, 1, . . . , N. 
In the scalar case, this question seems to have been first considered by N. 
Akhiezer and M. G. Kreïn (sec [7, p. 2951). Using a convex analysis result, 
they showed that J(w) # (0) if and only if the two Toeplitz matrices TN 
and TL_ i defined by (TN)ij = $J_~ and 
(Th_1)i.j = 4:__j = 4i_j+i + 4i-j-1 - 24i-j COS W  
(1.1) 
(where we have set 4.+ = &+) are nonnegative. In the first case, the indices 
i, j run through 0, 1, . . . , N, and in the second case through 0, 1, . . . , N - 1. 
Moreover, if TN or Z’N_ 1 is singular, &w> is reduced to a single element, 
while if TN and T,&_ i are both positive defìnite, d(w) contains infinitely 
many elements. In this last case, the description of al1 solutions was recently 
given in [3]. The results in [3] are based on a direct approach which seems not 
to be adaptable to the case p > 1 (sec below). 
Before going further, it is appropriate to recall that the standard (i.e. on 
[ - r, rr]) matrix-valued partial trigonometrie moment problem is equivalent 
to the classica1 Carathéodory-Fejér interpolation problem in the class %‘r of 
al1 Crxp-valued Carathéodory functions, i.e. the (IZ P ’ P-valued functions 
a(z), holomorphic in the open unit disk LCD of C, for which a(z) + Q(Z)* > 0 
for z E D: 
Given matrices &, +i, . . . , c&,, find al1 the functions @ of gp such that 
@(Z) = f#Q + 242 + *** +24/ + O( P+i). 
This connection sterns from the Riesz-Herglotz representation theorem which 
states that a @ P ’ P-valued function @ analytic in D is in gp if and only if it 
can be represented (in a unique way) as 
@( .z) = iQ + jTnE dlL(t) - 
= iQ + /yWdp(t) + 2 5 (/” e-‘“‘dp(t))z”, 
“Cl -r 
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where Q is a hermitian matrix and p is a positive matrix-valued measure, 
which can be recovered from Q> via 
CL(A) = lilil jAi[@( rei’) + @(mi’)*] dt 
for any Borel set A of [ - T, n ]. 
When a(O) is real, Q = 0 and CD is given by 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
As is wel1 known, the Carathéodory-Fejér problem is solvable if and only if 
the black-Toeplitz matrix TN is nonnegative. We now recall the description of 
the set of solutions when TN is positive definite. We first need to define the 
notion of Carathéodory pair. 
A pair (o, p) of @ PxP-valued functions meromorphic in D is called a 
Carathéodory pair if the matrix ((Y(Z), P(z)) has rank p for al1 z in its 
domain of analyticity, with the possible exception of a zero set, and if 
p(Z)*Q(Z) + a(z)*@(Z) > 0 
for al1 z in its domain of analyticity. This concept is intimately connected 
with that of Carathéodory function, since if p(x) is full rank in the unit disk, 
the function c~(z)p-l(z) belongs to %, or equivalently, the pair 
(Zr, &)P(z)) is a Carathéodory pair. 
Let J be the signature matrix 
J = i 1 _; P -ozp . 
Then a C PxP-valued function @ is a solution of the Carathéodory-Fejér 
interpolation problem if and only if it is given by 
(1.4) 
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where ((Y, 0) is a Carathéodory pair, and where O,(z) is a e2Px2P-valued 
matrix polynomial satisfying the condition 
for z E D, and O,(z)*JO,(z) =J f or z on the unit circle T (0, is said to 
be J-inner). Such a function 0, is called a resolvent associated to the 
Carathéodory-Fejér problem. It is uniquely defined up to a constant left 
J-unitary matrix, in the sense that if 0, N ( z > and 0, N(~) are two resolvents, 
then O,,.(z) = O,, .(z)U f or some constant J-unitary matrix U. The analyt- 
ical expressions (in terms of &, 4r, . . . , & ) of particular resolvents are given 
in [2] and [6]. In what follows, we shall use extensively the resolvent matrix 
introduced in [6] which is defined in terms of the matrix-valued Szegö 
orthogonal polynomials associated to TN. From now on, this resolvent is 
denoted 0, (z). 
By (1.2) and (IJ), it is clear that the matrix-valued partial trigonometrie 
moment problem on the interval [-w, 01 is equivalent to the restriction of 
the Carathéodory-Fejér interpolation problem to the class E’ (w) of al1 
functions @ E @ p whose associated positive measure p is carried ti y [ - w, w]. 
By (1.4, the resolution of this restricted interpolation problem is equivalent 
to the characterization of the Carathéodory pairs (a(z), P(Z)> for which the 
function CP(z) given by (1.4) belongs to gp(w>. 
In order to indicate where the diffìculties lie in generalizing the scalar 
case results, let US begin by a short review of the elementary approach 
developed in [SI. First, in the scalar case, the condition under which M(w) 
contains infìnitely elements was stil1 available (i.e. TN and Th_ 1 positive 
defìnite). Next, (1.4) reduces to 
@(zz) = 
R,(z) + zS( Z)RN( z) 
&(z) - ZS(Z)PN(Z) ’ (1.5) 
where PN and R, are the order N first kind and second kind orthogonal 
Szegö polynomials associated to TN (if A( Z> is a polynomial, Á (Z) denotes 
Z”A[ A(l/z*)]*, where nA is the largest power with nonzero coefficient), and 
where S(z) is a Schur function, i.e., S is holomorphic in D, and IS(z)] < 1 in 
ED. On the other hand, @ belongs to %?i(w) if and only if Q> is continuous on 
D u le’@, eiW[ (here leiW, e-jW [ denotes the open oriented arc of T with 
initial point eio and end point e -iw) and Re Q(z) = 0 on leiW, eë”“[. From 
this, it is easy to show that the condition @ E %?Jw) implies that S is 
continuous on DJ U le’ W, e -iO[, and that IS(z)] = 1 on le”“‘, e-‘“[. In order to 
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specify the properties of S on the arc le”“‘, eëiW[, let US introduce the 
Blaschke product B,(z) defìned by B,(z) = zP,(z)/P,(zX and put E+= 
B,(e’“) and E_= B,(e-‘“). Then, using the properties of some particular 
solutions of the partial trigonometrie moment problem (the so-called canoni- 
cal solutions), it can be shown directly that the condition 5!‘, and Th_ 1 
positive definite implies that BN(]eiW, eëio[) =]E+, E_[. From this, it is easy 
to show that F,(Z) - zS(z) # 0 on leiW, eë”“[ if and only if S(z) 
belongs to the arc [ET, ET] on leiW, e -iw[. Putting al1 the pieces together, it 
tums out that @ given by (1.5) belongs to %?i(o) if and only if S is 
continuous on D U leiW, e-““[ and S(Z) E [ET, E?] on leiW, emiW[. This class 
of Schur functions can be easily parametrized. 
In the matrix case, this method cannot be adapted. First, the condition 
under which A(W) z 0 is not available (the convex analysis approach used 
in [7] does not extend to the matrix case). Second, the matrix analog of B,(z) 
is unitary valued on the unit circle, and its properties on le’ O, e-““[ are more 
complicated than in the scalar case. In particular, the condition 
B,(le’“, eëlw[) =le+, E_ [ cannot be easily extended to the matrix case. 
Therefore, we develop here a quite different approach. Our method is 
based on the observation that a positive matrix-valued measure I_L is carried 
by [-w, w] if and only if the measure p’ defined by 
d/.L’( t) = 2(cos t - cos w) dp( t) (1.6) 
is positive. Therefore, a solution @ E gr of the Carathéodory-Fejér interpo- 
lation problem with associated positive measure p belongs to G$(o) if and 
only if the function 
also belongs to ‘Zpp. On the other hand, it is easily checked that 
Q’(z) = (z + z-l - 2cos O)@(Z) + 4”( Z - z-‘) + 4: - 4, 
= f& + 2412 + --. +24N-,Z”-’ + O(z”), (IJ) 
where the matrices (#,n>, tr = 0,. . . , N - 1, are defined by (1.8). In particu- 
lar, @’ solves a related Carathéodory-Fejér interpolation problem, and a 
function Q> E %?p that is a solution of the Carathéodory-Fejér problem 
belongs to E’p(o>, if and only if the function @’ defined by (1.8) is stil1 a 
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Carathéodory function: hence, the existente of solutions to the partial 
trigonometrie moment problem on [ - w, w] implies the nonnegativity of the 
matrices TN and Th _ 1, as in the scalar case. 
When Th_ 1 is positive definite, the function @’ associated through (1.7) 
to a solution Q, E GYP(w) of the Carathéodory problem can be expressed as 
the action of a Carathéodory pair on the linear fractional map associated to 
the J-inner resolvent matrix-valued function ON_, defined in the same 
fashion that O,(z). When moveover Th7 is also positive definite, the matrix 
function ON- i can be expressed in terms of the matrix function 0, associ- 
ated to Ty. This is the key point in our approach. More precisely, we shall 
establish that 
Oh( z) = M( z)O,( “)U,L( z)U,, (1.9) 
where 
! (z +z 
-1 - 2cos o)Z, &)(Z - z-‘> + 4: - M(z) 4, = 
0 4 
I 1 \ 
TI 
qz) = u - ,lW p 
0 
1 , 
0 
\ 1 _ ze’” Zr> 
and where U, and U, are well-defined constant J-unitary matrices. The 
parametrization of the set of al1 solutions in the case where TN and T,&_ 1 are 
both positive definite is then deduced from (1.9). 
In order to establish the identity (1.9) we shall compute the orthogonal 
polynomials of order N - 1 associated to the sequence +A, n = 0,. . . , N - 1, 
in terms of the orthogonal polynomials of order N associated to the +“, 
n = O,..., N. An altemative proof, using the state space descriptions of 0, 
and ON- 1, is presented in [ll. 
The proof of the identity (1.9) involves long computations. Therefore, to 
improve the readability of the paper, the set of solutions of the 
Carathéodory-Fejér problem in g,,(w) is characterized in Section 2, and the 
proof of the fundamental identity (1.9) is given in the last two sections. 
2. THE MAIN THEOREM 
In this section, we take (1.9) as a starting point in order to solve the 
Carathéodory-Fejér problem in the class %‘P<w). Throughout this section, we 
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denote by o,(z) and oN _ r(z) the resolvent matrjces given by O,(Z) = 
O,(z)U, and @N_l<~> = O~_,(z>V;‘. By (1.9), O,(z) and O~_r(z) arc 
linked through the relation 
q_,(z) =M(z)O,(z)L(z). (2.1) 
The main result of this paper is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. lf TN and Th _ 1 are positive definite, then the 
Carathéodoy interpolation problem is solvable in %$(w> (i.e., the matrix-val- 
ued partial trigonometrie moment problem on [ - w, 01 is solvable). The set of 
al1 solutions is given by 
(2.2) 
where (a, p) is a Carathéodoy pairfor which (a(z), P(z))L-‘(z) is stilla 
Carathéodoy pair. 
Using a classica1 approximation argument, it is possible to deduce from 
Theorem 2.1 that the matrix-valued partial trigonometrie moment problem 
on [ - w, o] is solvable if TN and Th_ 1 are nonnegative. We refer the reader 
to [l] for more details. However, the precise description of the set of al1 
solutions eludes US in this case. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let dk be a solution of the partial trigonometrie 
moment problem on the interval [-CO, CO], and let @ and Q’ be defined by 
(1.3) and (1.7). Then there exist Carathéodory pairs ( CY, B ) and ( cr ‘, P ‘) such 
that 
and 
In tiew of (2.11, we have 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
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Using (2.3) and (2.5), we get immediately that 
(2.6) 
Hence, the pair (a(z), /3(zI)LP’(zI is stil1 a Carathéodory pair. 
To prove the converse, just read backwards. In order to complete the 
proof, we have to show that the set of al1 Carathéodory pairs for which 
(a(z),p(z>)L-‘( 1 .z is stil1 a Carathéodory pair is not empty. In particular, if 
P(Z) is invertible for almost al1 points of D, then Yr(z) = cu(z) is a 
Carathéodory function, and ((Y(U), p(z))L-‘(z) is a Carathéodory pair if 
and only if the function 
u-e iw 
1 - &” w z> 
belongs to gPp. These functions are characterized in the scalar case in [7], and 
it is shown in [l] that the result remains valid when p > 1. W 
Finally, one should note that Theorem 2.1 is a nearly explicit characteriza- 
tion of the solutions of the Carathéodory-Fejér problem in %$( ti>. Indeed, 
the functions Ca(z) given by (2.2) associated to a Carathéodory pair 
(a(z), P(Z)> for which P(Z) is invertible at almost al1 points of D can be 
written as 
qu) = [Oy(z)iIr(z) + @~“(z)][@~‘(z)qz) + @$“(&‘, 
where U(Z) is a Carathéodory function for which [(z - eiw)/(l - .ze’“)]Wz) 
is stil1 a Carathéodory function. Here, the (O~j(u>>ci, ij=1 2 are the p X p 
entries of O,(Z). However, the description of the element; Q(z) associated 
to a Carathéodory pair (a(z), P(Z)) f or which p(z) is not full rank eludes 
US. 
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3. COMPUTATION OF THE ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS 
ASSOCIATED TO THE MATRIX Ti_, 
From now on, we assume that the matrices TN and Tb_ 1 are both 
positive definite. We compute the orthogonal polynomials associated to the 
matrix Th_ 1 in terms of the ones associated to the matrix TN. This wil1 allow 
US in the next section to prove (1.9). 
We fìrst recall the definitions of the various family of orthogonal polyno- 
mials. The left-orthogonal polynomials of the first type Pk, k = 0, . . . , N, 
associated to TN are defined as follows (sec [6]). Let (Ak,o, Ak, i, . . . , A,, k) 
be the sequence of p X p matrices given by 
(A:,,, A:,,,..., A$,k)Tk = (Z,,O,...,O), 
where Tk is the first (k + 1)p X (k + 1)p black of TN. Note in particular 
that, since Ai 0 coincides with (TF1)l,, , the matrix Ak,O is positive delìnite. 
The polynomial Pk(z) = Pk,ozk + Pk,izk-’ + e.1 +Pk.k of order k is given 
b Y 
Pk(u) = Mk( At,& + A;,,&’ + ... +A$,,), 
where M, is defined up to a left-unitary factor by MC M, = Ak,:. Let US 
remark that, as A, 0 is hermitian, Pk o coincides with M, A,,,, from which 
’ we deduce that 
P k.0 = M;*. 
Let p be any solution of the standard partial trigonometrie moment 
problem corresponding to the data +,, n = 0,. . . , N. It is easily seen that the 
Pk, k = O,..., N, satisfy the orthogonality relations 
/ 
m Pk(e”) dp(t)Pl(dt)* = zpsk-l. 
-n 
It tums out that, for each k < N, the rows of the Pl, 1 = 0,. . . , k, define an 
orthonormal basis of the space of al1 CP-valued row vector polynomials of 
degree less than k, with respect to the scalar product 
( p( z>, q(z)) = /:np(ei’) dode’*)*, 
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The right-orthogonal polynomials of the first type are defined in a similar 
way. Let ?N be the black-Toeplitz matrix defined by (fN)i,i = q, i = 3-i. 
Then, if (Bk,O, Bk,l ,..., B,,,) are the p X p matrices defined by 
(B:,o, B&,...> Bk,& = ($JL,O), 
the polynomial Qk(z) = Qk,O~k + Qk,lzkP1 + *.. +Qk,k is defined by 
Qk(Z) = (Bk,OZk + &Zk-’ + --. +B,,,)N,, 
where Nk is a matrix satisfying Nk Nc = Bk:;. The polynomials Qk, k = 
0 ,...> N, satisfy the orthogonality relations 
/ ~~Qi(~i’)*d~(t)Qk(eii) = z,8,_/. 
Finally, the left-orthogonal (right-orthogonal) polynomials of the second type 
B,,k=O >...> N(S,, k=O ,..., N)aredefinedfromthePk,k=O,...,N 
(Qk, k = O,..., N)by 
Rk(z) = [ z?&)(+, + 243-’ + “’ +24kz-k)] + 
Sk(z) = [(q& + 24:.7-’ + *** +2d$fk)Qk(Z)]+~ 
where [*]+ stands for the polynomial part of [el. When suitably normalized 
(i.e. when for each k, M, and Nk are chosen in such a way that Mk Mi!, 
and Nk NiJl are positive [5]), the polynomials of the first type are linked 
through the well-known Schur-Levinson recursion [6]: 
P,( 2) = Qo( 2) = 4ö”‘> 
(zp - EkE;)1’2pk(Z) = zpk_l(z) + E/&(Z), 
Qk(Z)(zp - E;Ek)l” = ZQk-I(Z) + i&.+k, 
where the so-called Schur parameters E,, k = 0, . . . , N, are square matrices 
satisfying l]Ekl] <_ 1 (f or a matrix polynomial A(z), Ä< z) is defined as in the 
scalar case by A(z) = .zn,[ A(l/z*)]*, where we have denoted by nA the 
largest power with nonzero coefficient; when this coefficient is invertible, 
p . nA is the McMillan degree of A). 
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The polynomials of the second type satisfy similar relations, where now 
the E, are replaced by - E,. A number of useful properties of the orthogonal 
polynomials can be established by induction from the Schur-Levinson recur- 
sions. In particular, let US mention the equality 
and that the zeros of Pk and Qk lie in the open unit disk. The reader is 
referred to the paper [6] for others useful identities. 
We now compute the orthogonal polynomials Pb_ 1, Qh _ 1, RN_ I, SN_, 
of order N - 1 associated to the sequence 4: in terms of PN, QN, R,, S,. 
The results are gathered in the next two propositions. The reader is wamed 
that the computations are admittedly long. 
For the case of Pk,- 1 and QN_ 1, we follow the ideas of the proof of 
Theorem 1 of [4], where a similar problem is considered in the scalar case. 
Let p be any solution of the standard partial trigonometrie moment problem 
associated to the data (p,, n = 0, . . . , N. If P(z) and Q( Z> are two matrix 
polynomials, we define 
(P(z),Q(z)) = lT P(ei’) dp(t)Q(eit)*, 
-77 
(P(z), Q(z))’ = /?r P(e’“) dp’(t)Q(e”)*, 
-ll 
where CL’ is defined by (1.6). Note that p’ is not necessarily positive. The 
following identity is easily seen to hold: 
(P(z),Q(z))‘=((z -eiw)P(u),(l -zei”‘)Q(z)). (3.2) 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The following relations hold: 
(Z - eiW)(=: - e-iW)Phpl(z) = (zAN + AN*)Ph’(z) + *,$Q,,(z), 
(3.3) 
(z - e’“)(z - e-iu)QN_l(z) = QN(~)(~xN + c,*) + i,(z)r,, 
(3.4 
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Proof. We first prove that, for 1 = 1,. . . , N, 
((- - eiW)(z - e-im) PA_ i( z) - M;_,M;‘P,( z), -‘IJ = 0. (3.5) 
For this purpose, let US remark that ( P,(z), s’l, ) = 0 for Z = 1, . . . , N - 1. 
On the other hand, for 1 = 1,. . . , N - 1, 
((z - e’“)(z - epiw)Ph_,(z), z’) 
=((z - ei”)Pk_,(z),(l - ze’“)z’-‘Zr), 
which, by (3.2), is equal to (P;_,(z), z ‘- 'Z )’ and therefore vanishes. It 
remains to establish that (3.5) holds for E = N.‘iince ( PN( z), z NZ, > = MN, it 
holds that (MN_ lMN ‘PN_ 1(z), zNZ,)MN_ ,. Moreover, 
((z - eiw)(z - e-iw)Ph_,(z), .z’ZJ =( P~_,(x),zNpl)’ 
= MN_,. 
This in turn shows (3.5). As the highest power of z in 
tz _ eiw)(z _ e-iW) P;_l(z) - M;_lM;lPN( 2) 
is N + 1, equation (3.5) implies the existente of two matrices AN and VN for 
which 
(z - eiW)(z - emiw)PA_,(z) - MN_lM;lPN(~) 
= A,zP,( z) + ‘I’;&,(z), 
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The identification of the coeffcients of z N+ ‘, and of the values at zero of 
both sides give 
P' N-l.N-1 = Mh-lMNIPN,N + ‘l$QN 0. 
On the other hand, MN_ , MN1 coincides with AN*, so that 
% = (Pb-I,N-1 - AÑ*PN,N)QNFo- 
As the Schur numbers EN and EN _ 1 are respectively equal to PN, O Qi,$ and 
Ph_ ,,,QN-_*,,O (sec [6]), we get that 9: = EN_ ,Q$,,,Q~,~ - AL*EN. Set- 
ting 
cN = QN’oQN-LW 
this can be written as 
This establishes (3.3). Equation (3.4) is shown in a similar way. ??
We now turn to the computation of polynomials of the second type, R’,+ 1 
and SN_,. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. The polynomials RN_ 1 and SN_ 1 are given by 
ZR;,_,(Z) = (ZAN + AÑ*)RN(z) - *NgN(z) 
- PN_,(*,){4@ - 1) + (4: - dJlb}> (3.6) 
zsN_ 1( 2) = SN( z)( Z~N + x,i*) - ih-l( z)rN 
-{4+,(z2 - 1) + (4: - #~,b}Qi,-,<4- (3.7) 
Proof. Let US set 
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Then it is easily seen that 
q_l(Z) = (z + z-l - 2cos w)q$(z) - {&(z - z-‘) + 4; - 6) 
- 2z-y+;_, - 24; cos w + +j$‘). 
On the other hand. 
ZRN-l(z) = ~[~N-lw%l(~)l+ 
= [~~N-,(~)~N-l(~)l+-~~~~-l(~)~N-l(~)l+(O)~ 
where we recall that [*]+ stands for the polynomial part of [el. Indeed, 
~%l(~)@N-l(~) (3.8) 
= (z” + 1 - 2cos kJz)P;_,(z)@,(5) 
- PN-,(z){4”(~2 - 1) + (4: - W} 
- 2P;_,(z)uP(N-1)(4;_1 - 244 cos w + +;z-‘). (3.9) 
As the polynomial part of the third term of (3.9) is reduced to the constant 
-2PL_ ,,,(&, - 24; cos w), Equation (3.3) leads to 
Let US evaluate the fìrst term of the right hand side of (3.10): 
= zANRN( z) + AN[ zqY( z)aN( z)] + (0). 
On t$e other hand, A;*[PN(~)@N(~)l+= AN*RN(z). It remains to compute 
~$[&,,(z))@~(z))]+. For this purpose, we recall that 161 
QN’( z)S,( z) = & + 2&2 + ... +2qb,z” + O( ZN+y, (3.11) 
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i.e. S,(z)Qi’(z) = a,(z) + O(Z-(“+‘)). Therefore, 
On the other hand, QN and S, are linked through the relation (sec [6]) 
QN( Z)S,( Z) + S,( Z)QN( Z) = 2Z”Z,, 
from which we deduce that 
But, as QN( z) is free of zeros outside the unit disk, it is easily seen that 
[z NQ,; ‘(z)], coincides with the constant QN,‘“. 
Finally, 
= ( ZAN + AN*)RN( Z) - ‘P$ShT( Z) 
-P&(Z){+&” - 1) + (4: - 4,)=) 
- 2q;i-,,“(4.&, - 24.: cos w) + A&?,&+%+)l+ (0) 
+ 2’P;Q,,‘,. (3.12) 
Let US evaluate the value for z = 0 of the right hand side of (3.6). It is equal 
to A,*R,,,(O) - %$SN(0) + Pk_,(O)&,, which can also be written as 
But EN = PN. .QLi.s = -RN, N SN,:. Therefore, Ai*(RN, N + ENSz,O) = 0; 
as Ej._, = Pi+ ,, b,_IQN-_*,.o, we obtain 
A,*R,(O) - ‘I’&+&(O) + R;-r(O)$‘, = 9;-,,N-,(h, - QN,*&.,d~ 
which by (3.11) is equal to 0. Therefore, [ zPA_ 1( .z >@N _ 1 l+ (0) coincides with 
the second term of the right hand side of (3.121, so that zRN- r(z) = 
Z[ Ph_ J z)@ly_ ,]+ is given by (3.6). Equation (3.7) is shown similarly. ??
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Note that Proposition 3.1 does not provide explicit expressions for Pi _ 1 
and QN_ 1 in terms of PN and QN, since AN, C,, W,, and P, depend on 
PN-i,,, QN-l,o, ad EN-,. However, the corresponding expressions have 
been of particular interest in the proof of Proposition 3.2. 
We now indicate how AN, Xc,, qN, l?, can be expressed in terms of PN 
and QN. For this purpose, we need to introduce the C PXP-valued function 
W, ( z) defined by 
As QN( z) is free of zeros outside the unit disk, and as (3.1) holds, it is easy to 
see that W, is analytic in the closed unit disk, and takes unitary values on the 
unit circle. Let US also mention that W,(Z) coincides with @G ‘( z)Q~( z). In 
order to compute AN and qN, we remark that the right hand side of (3.3) 
vanishes for z = eiw and z = e-‘“. In particular, this leads to 
(e”“A, + AN*) + *$[WN(eiW)]* = 0, (3.13) 
(e-““A, + AN*) + qz[WN(e-‘“)]* = 0. (3.14) 
From this. we deduce that 
(eiW - eë”“)A, = ~~{[W,(ewiw)]* - [WN(eiO)]*}. 
As AN is invertible, so are 9N and WN(emiw) - WN(eio). On the other 
hand, (3.13) and (3.14) also imply that 
A%AN[eiWWN(eiW) - e -iwW,(e-io)] = W,(ewiw) - WN(eiw), 
Thus, 
eiwwN(eiw) _ e-iWwN(e-iW) 
is invertible, and 
A%AN = [WN(e-iw) - WN(eiw)] [eiwWN(eiO) - eëiwWN(emiw)]-‘. 
Therefore, A, is uniquely defined up to a left-unitary factor, and so is 
P&_ l,o. But, as Pk_, o = M,, this indeterminacy can be removed by using 
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the fact that MN_ 1 must be chosen in such a way that MN _ 1 M,&', > 0. This 
in turn shows that Pb_ i( ) z can be explicitly computed in terms of PN ( z) and 
Q,,(z). Using the fact that the right hand side of (3.4) vanishes at ei0 and at 
e -i w, it can be shown similarly that ZN is uniquely defìned by 
2,s; = [eiwWy(eiw) - eëiwW,(e-io)][W,(e-iw) - WN(eiw)]-‘, 
while r, is given by 
(ei” - e -iw)ZhT = {[WN(eeiW)]* - [WN(eiw)]*)rN. 
4. COMPUTATION OF @;_1 
We now turn to the proof of the identity (1.9). First, we recall that the 
resolvent matrix 0, associated to the Carathéodory-Fejér interpolation prob- 
lem can be written as 
1 &(Z) + z&(z) R,(Z) -z&(z) 
o,(z) = 2 P,(z) - ZQJ z) i 1 &(z) + Z&(Z) . 
(4.1) 
Although we are not able to give a precise reference in which this result is 
explicitly presented, the equality (4.1) is “wel1 known,” and can be derived 
immediately from [6]. Let X be the unitary matrix defined by 
Then, O,(u) can be written as O,(z) = A,(z)X, where AN is the 
@‘r ’ ‘p-valued matrix polynomial given by 
1 
( 
-z%(z) 
*N(z) = J2 ZQN(Z) 
In order to establish (1.9), we wil1 compute 
precisely, the following result holds. 
klw 1 ev<4 * 
A! N_ 1 in terms of R,. More 
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LEMMA 4.1. The matrix-valued function ON_ 1 can be written as 
ON- ,(z> = M(z)O,(z)U,L(z)U, f or som ]-unitay constant matrices U, 
and U, if and only if 
K,_,(z) = M(Z)AN(Z)VIL(Z)V~, (4.2) 
where V, is a matrix satisfying 
Y+m = J> (4.3) 
and where J1 is the signature matrix 
Proof. Suppose that (1.9) holds for J-unitary matrices U, and U,. Then, 
K,_,(z) = Oh_,(z)X* can be written as 
h’,_,(u) = M(z)A.(z)XU,L(u)U,X*. (4.4) 
Let V, = XU,. As X*J,X = J, it is clear that V, satisfies (4.3). Conversely, 
let US assume that (4.2) and (4.3) hold. Let US begin by showing that V, 
necessarily satisfies Vz]V, = Jl. In fact, it is easily seen that 
M(eit)*JM(eit) = 2(cos t - cos 0)J 
and that L(eit)*JL(eit) = J/[2(cos t - cos CO>]. Furthermore, 
Therefore, 
AN(ei’)*]AN(eif) =J1, 
~N_l(e’t)*Jh’,_,(e”) =J,. 
J1 = h’,_ ,( ei’)*JA!.h_ 1( ei’) 
= V~L(ei”)*V:AN(e”)*M(e’t)*JM(eif)A,(eif)V,L(eit)V, 
= v;Jvz. 
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On the other hand, it is straightforward that (4.2) implies that 
o;_l(z) = M(2)@,(2)X*V,L(z)V,X. 
The conclusion fellows from the fact that U, = X*V1 and U, = V, X are 
J-unitary. ??
From the results of Section 3, we get that A’,_ 1 can be written as 
R’,-,(z) = M(z)A,(z) 
42) 
(z - eiw)( z - eésW) 
where A(u) is defined by 
42) = 
zc, + c;* 
zl- 
N 
Clearly, A(z) coincides with 
A( eiw)( x - e-im ) - A( eeiw)( z - eiW) 
(ei” - e-‘Y 
By using the fact that the left hand sides of (3.3) and (3.4) vanish for z = ei W 
and z zz e-‘W , we obtain 
A(eiW) = -WN*(epi")rN TN 
eiurN -eiWWN(eiW)*, 
i.e., 
A(e’“) = 
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Likewise. 
A@““) = 
-WN*(e-'") 
IP 
Let US set K(z) = A(z)/(z - e’“Xz - epiw). Then K(z) is given by 
K(z) = 
Al 
-+ 
4 
z - ,iw 1 _ zeiu ’ 
where Al = A(ei”)/(eiW - e -iw) and A, = [eiw/(eiw - e-iw)]A(e-iw). 
AS 
z, O 
( )j 
-WY*(e’“) z, 
0 eiw 4 -WN(ei”) 
-WN*(eiW) 
= 
t, 1 elwZp (Zp - WN(eiw)), 
the matrix A, has rank p and can be written as A, = B,O,Oy’C,, where 
0, is a p X p invertible matrix, and where B, and C, are given by 
B, = 
and 
1 
‘l= io 
e _ e-'" 
[Z, - Wy<eiw)] 0 
i 1 
i . 
N 
Likewise, A, = B,O,O,lC,, where 
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and where 0, is a p X p invertible matrix. The matrix Cs is defined in the 
same fashion as Cr. Therefore, if we set 0 = diag(O,, 0,), B = (B,, B,), 
and C = (Cr, Ci)r, then K(z) can be written as 
K(z) = BOL( z)O-‘C. 
On the other hand, it is easy to check that B*J1 B is equal to 
0 - (~‘“w~(~~-)*[~~~wN(~~w) - ë’~W&(P)]}’ 
-““wN(~‘“)*[~‘“w~(~l~) - e-iwwhl(e-~w)] 0 
As eiwWN(eiw) - e-iwWN(e-iO) is invertible (see Section 3), there exist 
matrices 0, and 0, for which V, = BO satisfies VlJrV, = J. With V, = 
O-‘C, we obtain 
R’,-,(a) = M(z)A,(z)V,L(z)V*, 
where V, is a matrix satisfying Vr*J,V, = J. Therefore, Lemma 3.1 implies 
that (1.9) holds. 
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